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	iOS SDK Programming A Beginners Guide, 9780071759083 (0071759085), McGraw-Hill, 2011

	Response to the iPhone, the iPod touch, and now the iPad has been nothing short of overwhelming. The App Store has captured the hobbyist’s imagination like no other platform in recent memory. Hobbyists have made—and will continue to make—money from their creations sold on the App Store. And we aren’t necessarily talking about high-minded technical innovations. The media has reported that apps that make your iPhone pass gas have made folks hundreds of thousands of dollars. Rival farting App developers have even gone so far as to sue one another over the App Store’s precious revenue. The iOS family of devices and the App Store are here to stay—and there’s still plenty of opportunity for you to create the next great app.


	As proof of this popularity, after posting a few tutorial videos on Vimeo, James heard from people from Asia, Europe, and South America about those videos. So, when we decided to write this book, we kept in mind that iOS devices have significant international appeal. We have tried to make this book as accommodating as possible for as wide an audience as possible. We have kept colloquialisms to a minimum, for instance. But more important than avoiding colloquialisms, this book relies upon discrete, numbered steps that illustrate each major concept. Rather than a lot of prose describing the iOS SDK, we show you the SDK in action.
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ASP.NET Website Programming: Problem - Design - Solution, C# EditionWrox Press, 2002
Welcome to ASP.NET Website Programming. In this book we will build  an interactive, content-based website using expandable, interchangeable modules.  By the end of the book you will have developed your ASP.NET skills for producing  effective, well-engineered, extendable websites.

ASP.NET is a great tool for...


		

Holub on Patterns: Learning Design Patterns by Looking at CodeApress, 2013

	This is a book about programming in an object -oriented way and about how to use design patterns to solve commonplace problems in object-oriented systems.

	

	I've based this book on the philosophy that the best way to learn and understand the design patterns is to see them in action, all jumbled up, just as they occur in the...


		

Mastering BlenderSybex, 2009

	Blender, the free alternative for professional-quality 3D animation is a complex program to learn, but once users become familiar with its power, they begin to seek more from it.  This book is the first of its kind to explore the more advanced features of Blender so that you can get the most out of the software. You’ll take your...





	

Apache Solr 3 Enterprise Search ServerPackt Publishing, 2011


	If you are a developer building an application today then you know how important a good search experience is. Apache Solr, built on Apache Lucene, is a wildly popular open source enterprise search server that easily delivers powerful search and faceted navigation features that are elusive with databases. Solr supports complex search criteria,...

		

Applications of Soft Computing: From Theory to Praxis (Advances in Intelligent and Soft Computing)Springer, 2009

	The World Soft Computing (WSC) conference is an annual international
	online conference on applied and theoretical soft computing technology. This
	WSC 2008 is the thirteenth conference in this series and it has been a great
	success.


	We received a lot of excellent paper submissions which were peer-reviewed
	by an international...


		

Oracle8i: The Complete Reference (Book/CD-ROM Package)McGraw-Hill, 2000
The Official Resource on Oracle's E-Business-Enabled Database Solution. 

Master all the powerful features of Oracle8i--the most complete and comprehensive platform for building and deploying Internet and enterprise applications. Written by best-selling Oracle author, Kevin Loney, and a former senior vice president of Oracle...
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